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GVSU Sets Another Enorllment Record
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
Grand Valley State University 
registered another enrollment
record for this winter semester. 
On the heels of a record 11,706 
students in fall 1990, GVSU has 
enrolled 11,068 students for win­
ter 1991.
This represents an all-time 
high for winter semester enroll­
ment and a 9.3 percent increase 
over last winter.
According to Lynn Blue,
Henke W orks  
on Display in 
Calder Gallery
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
An an exhibit is currently 
running at the Calder Fine Arts 
Gallery that features the works 
of Dellas Henke, an assistant 
professor of an and design here 
at Grand Valley.
The exhibit, which runs 
through February 7, features 
prints, drawings, and anist's 
books. His work has been 
widely and frequently exhibited 
in the Midwest
Henke’s most notable works, 
which are illustrated, unique 
editions of works bv Samuel 
Beckett, have been seen at the 
Centre Pompidou, a prominent 
Paris an gallery.
His works are noteworthy for 
their draftsmanship which is 
lyrical and powerful and for his 
psychological subject matter. 
Mark Pohlad. Calder Gallery 
director, claims Henke's works 
have a real moodiness about 
them.
"They are very psychological- 
the works seem innocent yet 
underneath they are disturbing,” 
Pohlad commented. "One in 
particular, ‘Recollecting the
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GVSU registrar, the school has 
more students and they are car­
rying more credits. Blue pointed 
out students have enrolled for 
118,643 credits, a 10.5 percent 
increase over credit count in 
winter 1990.
Robert W. Fletcher, Assistant 
Provost and Dean of Academic 
Services, attributed the increase 
to student retention.
“Students appreciate the high 
quality of our programs and as a
result, we are again experiencing 
record winter term enrollment at 
both the graduate and under­
graduate levels.
“This continuing growth indi­
cates an increased need for re­
sources so we are able to meet 
the educational needs of West 
Michigan with the same high- 
quality programs we’ve always 
offered.”
Matthew E. McLogan, GVSU 
vice president for University Re­
lations, added that as West 
Michigan continues to grow, so 
too does the need for higher edu­
cation and graduate education.
Currently GVSU offers 75 un­
dergraduate and graduate degree 
programs at the main campus in 
Allendale and the L.V. Eberhard 
Center on the Grand Rapids 
campus. Programs also are of­
fered in Muskegon, Holland, and 
other West Michigan communi­
ties.
Art
Studios 
Ready 
for Use
By Jennifer L. Wigger
New s Writer
Located next to the existing 
Cedar Studios Building is a fin­
ished new studio building which 
costs about $450,000 to con­
struct.
Grand Valley’s Water Re­
sources Institute will be tempo­
rarily housed in the new studios 
building. The new studios build­
ing will revert to the art depart­
ment when the Water Resources 
Institute moves to the new life 
sciences building, which is 
scheduled for completion in two 
or three years.
According to Terry G. Sack, 
Assistant Vice-President of 
Campus Planning and Opera­
tions, the new studios building is 
the result of effort on the part of 
campus planners to “provide 
nicer and more studio space."
The new studios building con­
tains approximately as much stu­
dio space as Cedar Studios.
Construction is currently un­
derway on the Cook-DcWitt 
Center. The Cook-DcWitt Cen­
ter. which is scheduled for com­
pletion in December, is being 
built on the north side of the 
Kirkhof Center.
The main component of ihe 
Cook DeWitt Center, will be a 
recital hall. The recital hall will 
seat 250 people, providing a 
more intimate alternative to the 
Louis Armstrong Theater, which 
seats 500 people.
Student recitals. Campus Min­
istries worship services, and ap­
propriate concerts are examples 
of events which could be held in 
the Cook-DcWitt Center in the 
future.
A full-sized pipe organ, built 
by Reuter Organ Company of 
Lawrence, Kansas, will be 
housed in the recital hall.
Offices, conference rooms, a 
lounge, and a reception area will 
also be included in the Cook 
DeWitt Center.
;# rf,
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Library M eeting Needs of Students
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
With the continuing rise in 
enrollment at Grand Valley, a 
long-asked question has cen­
tered around whether or not the 
library will expand to meet the 
needs of our new and returning 
students.
According to Lee Lebbin, di­
rector of the Zumberge Library, 
expansion is not in the immedi­
ate plans of the university, but 
he said the library is doing well 
now with what it’s got.
“With the university expand­
ing, yet funds not rising to meet 
these new students, you have to 
make some decisions as to what 
to do,” Lebbin said. “There 
isn’t an area that can’t profit 
without additional money being 
added into its budget”
Lebbin’s first request to the 
university will be for additional 
shelving for the library’s collec­
tion; currently over 414,000 
documents are stored in the li­
brary itself. This new shelving 
will not come at the expense of 
removing seating.
Lebbin also added that soon 
the library will begin weeding 
out the unneeded books from 
the collection, and this will 
come with help from the fac­
ulty. He added that this will not 
be an easy process.
“One thing I look at right now 
is our enrollment growth,” Lebbin 
added. “We are serving two 
kinds of clientele- your traditional 
resident student and the com­
muter students. We have the mix 
and that takes away some diffi­
culty in serving the students.
“By doing away with the old 
card catalog and using BEACON 
(the library’s on-line database 
system), it’s easier and faster. 
With a PC and modem, you can 
check our catalog from your 
home.”
Lebbin added that the housing 
department is currently looking at 
installing computers in every 
dorm lounge too so students 
could search the library system 
without having to make an unnec­
essary trip out of their dorm.
The library is also expanding 
its CD-ROM index from four da­
tabases to ten for easier access in
the library itself. They are also 
looking into getting access to the 
local-area network so that students 
could access library databases from 
the three computer labs (Manitou, 
Mackinac, and Eberhard)
Four additional disk drives are 
also being added to the CD-ROM 
system so it can have multiple users 
for students, y
“We are currently far ahead of 
other colleges in terms of access to 
the collection itself,” Lebbin said. 
“Our .system was installed on July 
17 and already you’re looking at 
expansion.”
As far as the book budget, Lebbin 
stressed that balance is the key here.
“You can’t take away other fund­
ing to add to the collection fund,” 
Lebbin said. “Each of our librari­
ans works with three departments, 
and when the departments commu­
nicate we do a better job. Using 
limited funds is hard.”
Lebbin added that the ordering 
process is different this year for
Companies 
f  Staying in 
South Africa
/-’-it c ; ~ • gr
WASHINGTON D.C. (CPS) - 
Only seven U.S. companies have 
left South Africa as a protest 
against apartheid so far in 1991 
down from 24 in 1989 and a rec-
also like to add a few librari- or<* 40 >n *987, the Investor Re- 
ans to his staff. He pointed sponsibility Research Center re­
ported November 6.
Separately, the University of 
Nebraska’s Board of Regents.^ 
Which has a resisted calls to di­
vest its investment portfolio of 
shares in firms that do business 
in South Africa, may soon re­
consider its policy, NU associate 
vice president for administration 
James Van Horn told as apart­
heid awareness panel.
books; faculty must have new 
book orders into the library by 
April 15.
In terms of the future, Leb­
bin is looking at the shelving 
problem first, followed by en­
hancing electronic access to 
the collection and obtaining a 
better share of the budget for 
purchases.
Lebbin added that he would
out that the university has 
eight professionals for an en­
rollment of 11,706. On the 
other hand, Central Michigan 
employs 30 staff members for 
16,000 students.
“I’m not necessarily look­
ing for 30 professionals, but a 
larger number than eight 
would be nice,” Lebbin said. 
“Anywhere between 12 and 
15 staff is an ideal number for 
our university.”
Get the AIM  Calling Card and your first call is free.
There’s no better time to speak your mind. Because 
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, youli 
get your first 15-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card, 
you can call from almost anywhere 
to anywhere. And you can keep 
your card, even if you move and 
get a new phone number.
Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Sate  
Plus program, a whole package of products and service 
designed to make a students budget go farther 
So look for AT&T Calling <2m/applications on 
campus, a  call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.
Al&r Helping make college life a little easier.
•A J3.00 value for a coast to coast Calling Card a ll. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during 
the AH4T Night/Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday' through Thursday and Upm 
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and 
when you call. Applications must be received by June 30,1991.
Am
The right choice.
Henke, from p. 1------------------
Boy’, contains these qualities, 
but in the end they’re all about 
family relations hiDS and lov&T
Henke, who teaches 
printmaking and drawing here 
at GVSU, will also have his 
works featured in the upcoming 
faculty show, which runs from 
February 14 until March 1.
For further information on 
the Henke exhibit or the faculty 
show, please contact Mark 
Pohlad at 895-3447. The 
gallery’s hours are 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. every weekday except 
Thursday, when the gallery is 
open from 10 a.m. -7 p.m.
What if you 
don’t get into 
the school of 
your choice?
Of course, you may get into 
some other school, but why 
settle? Prepare for the admis­
sions exam you're fating— 
be it SAT, LSAIGMAT, GRE, 
MCAT, or others—with 
the best test prep company. 
Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, Kaplans 
test- taking tech niques have 
prepared over one million stu­
dents, boost ing their scoring 
power and test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to 
just any school, when you 
can go to the one you want?
IKAPLAN
SUNLIT N. MflAN EMKIDONAIONTII LTD
THE WORLD’S LEADING 
TEST PREP ORGANIZATION
2627 EAST BELTLINE S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49506 5937 
CALL: (616) 957-9701
Students, Snow  
Causing Problems
Baghdad is eight hours ahead
of Eastern Time. The difference: -——---------
1/14/91: h was re) 
dispeaser in tbe M .JI 
broken. The police ba reported. Ice patches, for 
example, can be dealt with 
through the use of extra salt, 
sand, or by re-routing water run­
off.
The GVSU
G roundskeeping Supervisor 
Randy Drewry says his staff 
tries to have all major commuter 
lots cleared of snow by 7:30 am. 
The plows begin removal from 
tfie te n te r  of the lot and 
gradually push the snow outward 
toward the edges and comers of 
the lo t
Noting this schedule 
may prevent vehicles from being 
blocked in by snow piles.
Contact Custom er 
Service, 895-3000, for questions 
or concerns regarding snow 
removal.
By Deb Schultz
News Writer
f  A student reported 
COOfl) IA W
Due to an increase in 
student population this year, 
parking violations and accidents 
due to snow covered roadways 
have also increased.
Roadway obstructions 
caused by improper parking is 
one of the reasons for winter 
fender-benders. Grand Valley 
Security suggests m otorists 
watch the weather and drive 
accordingly (i.e. clear all 
windows after snowfall for 
better vision) as well as report 
all accidents and instances of 
slip and fall.
Problem areas can be 
located and remedied if 
accidents and slip and falls are
8.-00 (Baghdad time)
T W  police
1/19/91: Two non-stud, 
possession in a motor 
ticketed for speeding.
Three non-students v
Arabic im e
(local,
.variable)
1/15/91: A student who was suffering severe 
abdominal cramps was taken to C«npu$iowne Medical 
Center by an officer. <
1/19/91: A student who wasshaking a id  experiencing 
a burning chest slioru*e&> of brttiih was
taken to Butterwottb Hospital by UFE Ambulance. ,
w m s M m m m m  ■
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow o ff season the U.S. Women's Alpine Slri Team 
members used the "Sid Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Thai's right —  
20poundsin 14 days! The basis o f  the diet is chemical food action and was devised 
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy 
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full” —  no starvation 
—  because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether 
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S. 
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use itl Right? So, give yourself the 
sam e break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even 
if  you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski 
Team Diet. That is, if  you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order 
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $10 .00 (510 .50  for Rush Service) - to: Slim Q uik, P .O .B ox 103, 
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in 
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. ©  1990  
This diet has been featured in SPORTS ILLUSTRATED magazine.
The Lanthorn Resume Service staff can work 
with you to produce an effective, professional 
resume that is second to none.
Call today to find out more about the Lanthorn 
Resume Service. Resume done by 
appointment only, call or stop by during 
regular business hours, ask for Pete.
M
The Lanthorn Resume Service
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Arguments Concerning War Powers Continues
By Tom Scholten 
New* Writer
. As a result of War in the 
Persian Gulf, controversy over 
which branch of the government 
has the power to declare war has 
been growing.
In Article I, Section 8, of the 
United States Constitution, it is 
stated that; “The congress shall 
have the power to declare 
war.. ”, “Provide for calling for 
the militia to execute the laws of 
the union, suppress insurrections 
and repel invasions”, and “to 
provide for organizing, arming 
and disciplining the militia and 
for governing such part of them 
as may be employed in the 
service of the United States...”
The authority for declaring 
war comes from Congress 
whereby the Constitution 
delegates to the Congress the 
authority to declare the legal
state of war. In practice, 
however, the Commander-in- 
Chief often starts or initiates war 
or actions that may lead to war.
Several instances of this have 
occurred since World War II. 
Examples o f where U.S. 
presidents have sent troops into 
combat without congressional 
authorization are Korea, 
Vietnam, Grenada, Lebanon, and 
Panama.
There are several reasons why 
formal congressional
declarations of war have not 
been used in the last 40 years. 
During a state of war, the 
President assumes certain legal 
privileges that the Congress may 
not be willing to grant to him/ 
her.
There are international 
considerations, such as freezing 
foreign assets, the safety of 
foreign diplomats and the rights 
of neutrals. There is also a
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS!
psychological consequence of 
declaring war to which the 
country and president must come 
to deal with.
The Congress in 1973 enacted 
a law in an effort to keep a 
president from committing U.S. 
troops without congressional 
consent for prolonged periods of 
time.
In the War Powers Resolution 
of 1973, Congress declared that 
the President can commit the 
armed forces only after a 
declaration of w ar by 
Congress,by specific statutory 
authorization, or in a national 
emergency created by an attack 
on the United States or its armed 
forces.
Grand Valley Professor in 
Arts and Humanities Forest 
Armstrong stated that “the 
President has the opportunity to 
commit troops and the Congress 
has the opportunity to make life
difficult by supporting or going 
against the President by cutting 
off funds for a war.” 
“Functionally, the President is 
commander-in-chief and can 
commit troops, and Congress is 
likely to turn off the funds; it’s 
very hard to imagine that 
congress would vote to cease the 
hostilities once they’re engaged 
until a resolution is reached.” 
According to Armstrong, 
Bush’s popularity rating is 
higher than any president’s has 
ever been in history-even 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 
im m ediately following the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Armstrong stated that “the 
President doesn’t have the 
authority to declare, but can 
commit troops (that’s his right 
as com m ander-in-chief). 
Frankly, if the President has 
brought in the Army, then is a 
declaration of war by Congress
of any real consequence? In fact 
only five times has that 
happened that we have 
committed troops with a  formal 
declaration of war.”
Arm strong added, “The 
significance is whether the doing 
of it or not doing of it implies 
something about the underlying 
support for that course of action. 
My guess is that if Congress 
really wanted to preclude it. 
Congress would not have put off 
debate until January.”
The significance of a  formal 
declaration of war, according to 
Armstrong, is primarily that the 
Congress would put itself on 
record as having supported it. It 
would show a greater level of 
support for that course of action 
than if it either refused to declare 
war, or it maneuvered so as not 
to have to take a clear stance on 
the matter. • ' • : ;
SECOND BEST?
NOT.
W ednesday
January 30 , 1991OWMOt l
A Very Touchy 
Subject Terri Deans Junior, PR/Advertising Library ClerkTZumbergeShanelle Granzo Sophomore, Nursing
Y o u r  T u r n Current Events Quiz; Sans Persian Gulf
Comparisons Are Unfair
Dear Lanthorn,
This is in response to Rob Bennett’s article, “For Mom, Apple Pie, 
and Texaco?” in the January 23 issue of the Lanthorn. I don’t under­
stand how he can compare the issues of Kuwait, South Africa and 
Tianamen Square as being the same. First of all, Kuwait is totally dif­
ferent because we’re fighting for a government that is a monarchy, and 
not a democratic society. Maybe there is money in the Gulf, but the 
problems happening there are totally different than those of Tianamen 
Square and South Africa.
Currently, the troops may be fighting for cheap oil, but they are also 
fighting to defeat a terror to the whole world, Saddam Hussein. Iraq 
invaded another country, which is wrong. Is that to say we should 
invade South Africa or China because we don’t support what they are 
doing to their people? 1 don’t think so. One country cannot storm into 
another simply because they cannot accept how that country runs their 
government. That makes it wrong to invade the Soviet Union solely 
on the crackdown of Lithuania, China on Tianamen Square, or South 
Africa because of their apartheid 
policies.
President Bush is correct in his 
action to send troops for “the best 
interests of freedom.” One man 
cannot control the world if there is 
to be freedom. What do you think 
Saddam Hussein is trying to do?
It’s evident that he wants world 
domination over oil. That would 
certainly affect freedom in every 
country. We’re not just fighting 
for cheap oil, but for the freedom 
of the world. Getting Saddam 
Hussein out of power is in the best 
interests of the world. Maybe 
President Bush may not be justi­
fied in all his actions, but is that a 
reason to say that he’s telling only 
half-truths? I don’t think so!
Andrew Alvesteffer
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor
With a war in the Persian Gulf 
now a cold reality, it is only 
natural that the media oversatu­
rate any and all coverage of this 
major event Let’s just remem­
ber that although the eyes of the 
world are resting on the Middle 
East, news is still being made 
elsewhere in the world.
How up-to-date are you on 
non-Persian Gulf current events? 
Take this little quiz to see how 
you do.
1. Under overwhelming pub­
lic pressure, the Michigan State 
Senate rejected pay raises for 
themselves last Thursday. If the 
pay package had passed, by what
percentage would the legislator’s 
salaries have been increased?
A. 8.6%
B. 16.2%
C. 10%
2. On September 1, 1983, a 
Soviet fighter jet shot down Ko­
rean Air Lines Flight 007. After 
seven years, what reason does 
the fighter pilot, Gennady Osip­
ovich, give for his actions?
A. He was following orders
B. He felt that the plane was a 
spy plane
C. Computer malfunction
3. As of last December, what 
is the approximate number of 
people who have died as a result 
of AIDS in the United States?
A. Between 50,000 and 75,000
B. Between 75,000 and
100,000
C. Over 100,000
4. The California State Bar 
Commission is considering a 
new ban which would prohibit 
lawyers from doing what with 
their clients?
A. Having sex with them
B. Marrying them
C. Meeting with them in pub­
lic places
5. South African President, 
F.W. de Klerk has asked South 
Africa’s Parliament to outlaw 
what?
A. Curfews
B. Segregated housing and 
farmland
See QUIZ p.5
With the war in the gulf dominating almost 
every aspect of American media, how have 
you been keeping up on other national and 
world news? - - - =. - - ■ ■ -  -
Dear Editor
In light of recent events, I 
have found myself reflecting on 
the presence of racism both on 
campus and within myself. It is 
troubling to consider myself an 
educated person and yet not able 
to establish concrete positions on 
some key issues. Key issues not 
meant as whether to be a racist 
or not, but instead on more spe­
cific points such as the singling 
out of minorities for benefits or 
opportunities based solely on the 
color of skin.
I was told by one woman who 
happened to be a minority that I 
should turn it around and see 
how I would feel if tire same 
things such as comments, af­
firmative action or publications 
would bother me if they were in 
reverse. I don’t see this as a vi­
able solution because as a non- 
minonty student, I cannot fully 
empathize with those who have 
actually seen jobs, opportunities 
and friends lost or denied based 
on skin color. I can only try fu- 
tilely to imagine the empty fecl-
See TOUCHY p.5
"Watching the news, reading the 
newspaper, radio, everything as 
much as you can."
"I really haven't been keeping up. 
It’s too dominating- all you 
hear about is the war."
Jeff Kooienga
Freshman./Business
"Watch TV, read the newspaper, 
mainly the headlines. Just basically 
watch TV. I get sick of the repeals 
of war coverage but I basically
watch TV and read the newspaper
Brendon Bourdo
Freshman./Compuler Science
1 haven't. Thats all I hear about 
'ust the war all the time."
"I would like more facts. The 
press coverage frustrates me. 
They seem more interested in 
media response than in actual 
factual occurences."
Ron Vander Molen 
Sophomore./B usiness
"Actually, The fact they have 
nothing but the gulf on it over­
shadows everything else. I’ve 
been trying to keep up but its 
hard to".
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QUIZ from p.4 ____________
C. Segregated schooling
6. What film won the Best 
Film Award: Comedy or Musi­
cal in last week’s Golden Globe 
Awards?
A. Ghost
B. Pretty Woman
C. Green Card
7. What was the devastating 
final score of the AFC Champi­
onship game?
A. LA Raiders-3 Buffalo 
Bills-51
B. LA Raiders-51 Buffalo 
Bills-3
C. LA Raiders-10 Buffalo 
Bills-42
8. What Wisconsin-based 
brewery company recently filed 
for Chapter 11 federal bank­
ruptcy protection?
A. Stroh’s
B. Adolph Coors
C. G Heileman
9. What legendary American 
actress will be honored with an 
honorary Oscar Award at this 
year’s Academy Awards?
A. Rita Hayworth
B. Greta Garbo
C. Myma Loy
10. According to Spectral 
Perceptions, when is the soonest 
that a student-operated, campus 
radio station become a reality 
on Grand Valley’s campus?
A. Fall 1991
B. Spring/Summer 1991
C. Fall 1992
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The Lanthorn is the student-run newspaper of Grand Valley 
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advertising sales. The opinions expressed in [he Lanthorn are not 
necessarily those of Grand Valley State University.
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advance. Make checks payable to “The Lanthorn—GVSU.”
Lanthorn  
Letters Policy
The Opinion section is a 
section devoted to express­
ing the personal views of 
members of the GVSU com­
munity. Opinions expressed 
in this section section do not 
necessarily reflect those of 
Lanthorn employees. Let­
ters should be addressed to 
the Opinion E ditor , 
Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center. 
Anonymous opinions will 
not be printed. For purposes 
of verification only, phone 
numbers and student ID 
numbers must accompany 
letters. Please limit letters to 
300 words. The Lanthorn 
reserves the right to edit for 
space and readability.
Excellence in 
Ministry
A t  Western Seminary you 
will find an intercultural 
community:
• engaging in faith, 
scholarship and service:
• reflecting on gospel, 
culture and ministry.
• reforming the world
S through the Wordound challenging9
For more information about 
these exciting opportunities 
and the M.Div.. M R E , Th M. 
and D Mm programs, contact 
the Dean of Students at
Western Theological Seminary 
86 East 12th Street 
Holland. Ml 49423 
(616) 392-8555
Something To 
Think About...
“Science may have 
found a cure for most 
evils; but it has found 
no remedy for the 
worst of them all —  
the apathy of human 
beings.”
—Helen Keller
V J
TOUCHY from p.4
ing of discrimination, therefore I 
have found my response to 
switching places more callous 
and tolerant towards discrimina­
tion than from the minority point 
of view. Being omni-sensitive is 
not possible, so I consider it a 
moral obligation to do all that I 
can.
In my attempts to learn more 
about the feelings of minorities I 
have gone straight to the source 
and, unfortunately, encountered 
more ambiguity. Quite frankly, 
some seem relatively apathetic 
and casual going so far as to tell 
jokes that I would consider way 
out of line. Others intimidate me 
with their attitudes making me 
feel guilty for the color of my 
skin; for not having shared a suf­
fering that is completely out of 
reach for me. Natural response 
for uncertainty is avoidance and 
this is what makes me hesitant to 
confront the aforementioned key 
issues. For'the it is this lack of 
confrontation and communica­
tion that breeds the self-doubt 
about issues regarding racism.
I choose not to qualify a per­
son based on the color of their 
skin. I cannot count my African- 
American, Hispanic, Anglo- 
Saxon or Oriental friends be­
cause it is not the skin color that 
makes them my friends. I also 
cannot determine what makes up 
the character of a man based on 
the color of their skin but only 
by the fiber of which that man is 
made. True justice is color-blind
and so I will try to be also.
I truly hope that my attitude is 
not perceived as one of discrimi­
nation. I wrote this letter on a 
very touchy topic, in risk of 
being called a variety of names, 
but I feel that it is necessary. It 
is necessary for me to take a step 
toward the communication and 
understanding that are necessary 
to stamp out the plague that in­
fects our society; the plague of 
racism. My opinions are not set 
in stone, if one feels that I am 
incorrect then t hope that they 
will not condemn rather then 
communicate to eliminate the 
misunderstanding I think we all 
have.
Peter Mayhak
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Naster is Brilliant Again This Year
PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY
David Naster making his yearly performance last thursday in the K.C.
Discussions of War At GVSU
Note By: Beth Grienke
Campus Life Editor
The war in the Persian 
Gulf is on all of our minds. 
This week the Campus Life 
section includes some stu­
dent perspectives on the cri­
sis. The feelings expressed
V ___________ ______________
here are not necessarily those 
of the Lanthorn staff.
NOTE: To the many of you 
who have called wanting to 
see the rest of Audra Lousias’ 
article that was accidentally 
cut off, it is on display in full 
at the Lanthorn office in Kirk- 
hof for anyone to read.
_________________________ /
Our Town Reflects Small Town Life
By Steve Ungrey
Campus Life Writer
Welcome back everyone. All 
those of you who got skewered 
in the DeLuca review, it was so 
much fun doing it. David Naster 
was the first event of the semes­
ter for the UPB Nite Club Series.
First you had to wonder if 
David would even show up; it 
turns out his plane was late, 
causing a 15-minute delay.
When Naster finally got 
started, however, it was an event 
worth waiting for. Right away 
Naster stomped his microphone 
up and down on the stage five 
times, once for each member of 
New Kids on the Block.
After he was finished, Naster 
proclaimed five “dead” New 
Kids on the Block, sending the 
audience into cheers of joy all 
over the place. Right away 
yours truly said this guy will get 
a glowing review. Thank you, 
David Naster, for ridding us of 
five no-talented jerks, if only in 
fantasy.
Those of you who have seen 
Naster’s show before know what 
was coming. Expect Naster to 
blow his kazoo all over the 
stage, singing the Olympic 
theme and the theme from “Gil- 
ligan’s Island,” with accompany­
ing props such as a glass of wa­
ter and rubber boat.
Naster’s cracks about sorori­
ties also brought the house 
down: “They like to party with 
boys and bring battery-powered 
toys,” he proclaimed.
“Nasty” himself put on one
heck of a show for the audience 
just as he does each year. No 
need to tell Bob Stoll and UPB to 
bring this guy back; it’s become 
something of an annual occur­
rence. I’m looking forward to 
next year.
In a future column watch for a 
schedule containing the come­
dian lineup for this semester. 
Acts coming to GVSU include 
Rick Kelley, Phil Nee, and 5th 
Avenue. It promises to be a 
good comedy term.
By Mel Cronenwett
Campus Life Writer
Theatre Grand Valley will 
continue its presentation of 
Thorton Wilder’s Our Town on 
January 31, February 1 and 2 in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre in 
Calder Fine Arts Center.
Director Laura Gardner 
Salazar, whose previous works 
include America Hurrah, chose a 
timely script. The play is set in 
Grovers Comers, New Hamp­
shire, in the years just prior to 
WWI. The tone of the play mir­
rors its easy, small town seting. 
The moral of the play is to live 
life to the fullest in the present, 
because you never know what to 
expect from the future.
“I think that people in the fu­
ture will look back upon the ’80s 
as innocent days,” said Salazar, 
in relation to the Gulf Crisis.
The play deals with daily life, 
love, marriage, death and the 
change of a nation.
The seats are set up on the 
stage to make the audience a 
member of the town community.
“I like working in the round,”
said Salazar. "It tends to bring 
the play closer to people. They 
feel like they’re in town.”
The cast also brought the audi­
ence into the story. Stage Man­
ager Tom Hamilton narrated the 
play with a natural banter. Mrs. 
Gibbs and Mrs. Webb, played by 
Diane Cigler and Bonita Rodg­
ers, gave the audience pictures 
of happy hearths with only two 
tables for props. George (Greg 
Sword) and Emily (Tracey Kay 
Byington) represented the big­
gest evolutions within the play. 
All of the cast members were 
comfortable and convincing.
A discussion about the play 
will be led by Guest Adjudicator 
Jerilyn Pinsky after the February 
1 performance. This will give 
the audience a chance to talk 
about the play and look at it 
from a different point of view.
Paintings and drawings by 
Rosemary Roister, a local artist, 
will be featured in the lobby.
Due to the stage setup, there 
are only 150 scats, so reserva­
tions may be necessary. All per­
formances begin at 8 p.m.
A Potential Soldier’s Perspective
Those were either 
refresher or new 
subjects. Three of 
these were hands-on 
with weapons I had 
never seen before: 
AK-47, M-14, and 
50 caliber machine 
guns. The reason for 
the AK-47 was in 
the event of battle, 
if your weapon 
b e c o m e s  
i n o p e r a t i v e ,  
resorting to using an 
enem y’s weapon 
may have to be 
made to save your 
life. The M-14 is 
used primarily as
By Gary Kafila
Campus Life Writer
People are fairly universal in 
their reaction upon finding out 
that I'm in the National Guard: 
“Now’s a pretty stupid time to 
be in the army, isn’t it?!” I shrug 
and explain to them that 1 
counted the cost in deciding to 
join up after the Kuwait mess 
started, and that my personal 
faith allows me to trust God that 
no matter where I end up, that’s 
where he wants me to be.
I found myself, like most, 
eyeing the substantial college 
money the government waves in 
front of your face. However, 
unlike most people who joined 
up before I did, the possibility of 
being activated in the event of 
the war was a real consideration. 
My other reasons for joining 
were: childhood and patriotic 
aspirations, plus I needed the 
personal discipline that 
boolcamp had to offer.
So on September 7, I signed 
up and was whisked away two
weeks later to Fort Benning, 
Georgia. About 40 of the 160 
men I trained with were fellow 
National Guards. Ten of those 
forty found out that their home 
unit was activated while they 
were in training and so they 
would be heading to “Saudi" as 
soon as they graduated. Their 
reaction, aside from the initial 
shock was, "Hu-ah (a military 
exclamation), let’s do it!"
This is also the reaction 1 
found months later at my home 
unit of 3rd Battalion, 126th 
Infantry of Grand Rapids. 
Certainly nobody wants to go to 
war, but this is what we are 
trained to do, and we want to do 
our job.
January 12 and 13 were my 
first weekend drill after basic 
training. I didn't know what 
really to expect in the way of 
their attitudes and thoughts. To 
my surprise, it seemed pretty 
much business as usual, with the 
exception of the security being 
beeled up.
It would seem someone had
called in some bomb threats at a 
few of the other armories around 
the state: which proved to be just 
threats. As a result, though, all 
doors were chained with the 
exception of the main entrance. 
Also, identification cards were 
checked to get in. The soldiers 
joked abut the intelligence of 
guarding a locked door and that 
a soldier is not going to be able 
to stop a speeding truck loaded 
with tons of TNT by saying, 
"Hey, buddy, you can’t bring 
that truck in here."
The business at hand 
coincidentally was the annual 
practice m obilization. This 
consisted of laying out a load 
plan for all equipment to be 
crated up and where it would go 
on the truck to be shipped. For 
the most part this was platoon 
and company level equipment. 
Individuals would have to carry 
them own personal gear.
Some of the other events 
planned included: a drug test 
(wiz quiz) and updating personal 
records and information classes.
the snipers’ 
weapon, which happens to be 
my job within the platoon. The 
50 caliber are used as support 
weapons for when we tire dug in, 
to defend our position.
There were other classes about 
individual responsibilities in the 
platoon. Surprisingly, the subject 
of the gulf crisis didn’t come up
often. I'm not sure if this was a 
deliberate avoidance of the 
possible future or simply not 
dealing with the subject until 
they had to.
January 16 rolled around and 
suddenly the crisis became a 
war. Thousands of "Desert
See SOLDIER p.7
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Campus Calendar
For: January 31- February 6:
Thursday:
8 a.m. -11 p.m.: Resume 
Writing Blitz 
8 p.m.: Our Town, LAT 
Calder
9:30 p.m.: NCS - Chris
Pendleton, Promenade, Monday:
Noon: LBS: Oliver Jones,
jazz pianist, LAT, Calder
7 p.m.: UPB Alternative
Film Series, The Bicycle 
Thief * 132 LHH
8 p.m.: Our Town, LAT
Calder
9 p.m.: UPB Blockbuster
Series, Psycho, 132 LHH 
9 p.m.: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Dance, 
Kiikhof Center
Tuesday:
3 p.m.: Women Who Love
T o o  Much” Seminar, 
152 Commons 
3 p.m.: Interpersonal Power 
Seminar, Kleiner A
Wednesday:
Noon, 4 p.m., 7 pm.:
Excellence in Leadership 
Seminar. Conflict 
Management 
7:15 pm .: Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 
KleinerB
9p.m.: Mid-WeekBibie h  ‘ \  
Study, 224 COmmOtis:'
* • 'Series, Jungle Bookk 
132 LHH
Saturday:
7 p.m.: Las Vegas Night,
Kiikhof
8 p.m.: Our Town, LAT,
Calder
Sunday:
10:30 a..m.: Dialogue
Worship Service, Portside, 
Kirkhof
6:30 p.m.: Catholic Mass,
132 LHH
The Inconvenience 
of War
By Sascha Bates 
Campus Life Writer
The life of a college student is 
a fairly simple one. We eat; we 
sleep; we go to class; we study. 
Sometimes on the weekend, we 
may party too much and feel 
sony for it the next day —  all 
not too terribly complicated.
The conflict in the Persian 
Gulf had been only a  slight 
worry on the periphery of our 
lives. But now, suddenly, it has 
become the main focus of many 
of our daily routines.
Wednesday, January 17, at 
seven o’clock, the United States 
began bombing Iraq, fulfilling 
President Bush’s promise to 
Hussein if he did not pull out of 
Kuwait.
It’s probably safe to assume 
that most of us have at least one 
person we are close to who is in 
danger right now or who soon 
will be. It’s frightening to say 
the least.
Wednesday was a busy day for 
me. I ran errands all over 
creation from Hudsonville to the 
other side of Grand Rapids and 
was tired by the time I returned 
to my dorm room at 6:30 p.m.
A little after seven, my 
roommate and I were just sitting 
down to really work in-depth on 
our homework due the next day 
when a knock came at the door. 
Now I for one had not even 
thought all day about the 
possibility of war so it came as a 
monumental shock to me when 
my friend informed us that we 
had started bombing Iraq. 
Needless to say, the entire hall 
was pretty much a chaotic mess. 
My feeble attempts at doing 
homework were soon discarded 
entirely. O ur phone was 
constantly ringing. We listened 
to friends moan, cry and lament 
over the fact that they had 
boyfriends just the right age to
be drafted.
I drifted down to my lounge 
about eight o ’clock to see the 
news. It showed live bombing 
pictures from Iraq. At the same 
time, it both depressed and bored 
me. I went back to my room to 
fry and finish homework. I 
should be so lucky to be left 
alone that long. The phone 
wouldn’t stop ringing; so finally, 
when people called, I told them 
that I did not want to talk or 
even think about the war — this 
left them speechless. That was 
all anyone wanted to discuss and 
I was sick of the subject already.
Some people were actually 
delighted at the prospect of 
going to war. I am only 
disgusted and sickened. Forme, 
the subject is not a pleasant one. 
I am desperately frying to 
maintain the status quo of my 
life and remain a “normal” 
college student. It’s not easy. I 
find my mind wandering at the 
strangest times, thinking about 
the turn the world has taken. 
This is an important moment in 
history to be living through, 
something to tell one’s children 
about like our parents telling us 
of the John F. Kennedy 
assassination.
But I hate it! I, myself, 
already have two people I love 
dearly over in the Middle East 
and am frightened to death for 
them. I hate war and death of 
any sort. But right now, I just 
want to go to school and do my 
homework. I wish people would 
leave me alone long enough so 
that I can get what needs to be 
done finished. I am as worried as 
anyone right now, but there is 
not a thing I can do now except 
pray that this will be over 
quickly. It doesn't help anyone 
by moaning and crying; so why 
waste energy on that when you 
can turn it into so many better 
things?
MEIJER
Your One Stop 
Shopping Store
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Shield” shirts have instantly 
becom e obsolete; and 
thousands of guardsmen have 
to deal with the possibility of 
putting their lives on hold.
For the student-soldiers such 
as myself, the biggest worry is 
not combat but the anticipation 
if indeed we will be activated 
and wheh. Do we work hard in 
our classes, only to have to 
drop them at a moment’s 
notice? Or do we only give half 
an effort, thinking we will be 
activated before semester’s end, 
and then not be?
I also had to consider the 
same as far as finding an 
apartment and a job. Of course 
the correct method is to plan 
your life as if nothing could
happen, but to have the 
provisions necessary for when it 
could.
There is a great spiritual 
principle involved here. Jesus 
promised his imminent return. Do 
we, who are among the soldiers 
of God, who also counted the 
cost when we joined His army sit 
around and wait for His call to 
action? Of course not. He 
promised He would return, but 
gave no date. Our actions should 
be “not what you want to do,” but 
rather what is the right thing to 
do.
We are to, in both cases, live 
our lives today without having 
regrets tomorrow and plan for 
tomorrow as if it were our last 
day.
SUITES
$44 Double 
Complimentary 
Continental 
Breakfast
T
1/2 Block East off 196
382528th St-SW 
Grandville, MI 49418 
Phone (616) 531-LAND 
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
AT SERA TEC. , 
WE DOIT BELIEVE II 
TAKIIG CHANCES, 
THAT’S WIY WE..
• Use sterile, Disposable Equipment 
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated
• Require a Physical Exam Prior To 
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
• Physical is FREE
•Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids 
Virus
• Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment
HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO HIED PLASMA
EARN $30°° A  WEEK DONATING PLASMA
NEW  DONORS RECEIVE
BONUS
On Your 1st Donation
(W ith This C o u p o n )
Local ID Required
SERA TEC BIOLOGICALS
1973 S. DIVISION 
GRAND RAPIDS. Ml
CALL OR STOP BY 
TUES. - FRI. 7 A.M. - 5 P.M. 
CLOSED MON.
(616) 241 - 6335
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One month of the winter ’91 
semester is almost over and 
spring break is screaming around 
the comer.
Thank goodness!
I think spring break is the only 
thing that helps me get out of my 
warm bed every morning. Why 
would anyone walk across the 
frozen tundra to get from one 
end of campus to the other? 
Sprihg break is one month away, 
tint’s why.
I ’m surprised more people 
don’t skip class because they just 
don’t like that feeling that their 
ears are really going to freeze off 
today and there is nothing any­
one can do. The desire to get to 
class on time is just so great and 
why would anyone want to miss 
biology at 8:30 a.m.?
I think this bitter winter 
weather is a better excuse to skip 
class rather than “it’s a wonder­
ful spring warm day, let’s go to 
the beach.” (Ask me when I 
would rather skip class when a 
wonderful spring warm day ap­
pears, although I might be at the 
beach.)
So why all this rambling about 
winter weather and skipping 
class?
I’m trying to avfiid my home­
work with a deep passion.
Although I slept straight 
through Christmas break, I can’t 
seem to stay awake during class, 
the Star Wars trilogy or when I 
have a whole pizza staring me in 
the face.
Comprehension has not been 
easy for me lately.
I was sitting in an unnamed 
class when the prof handed each 
eager pupil a heavy package of 
photocopied material and told us 
to read Plato and write a five 
page paper on what we had read.
Plato...I can do that. I used to 
play with it all the time. Didn’t 
you hate it when the colors 
would accidentally mix to­
gether? I never understood how 
they could make all that weird 
adored food on the commercials 
without turning the whole col­
By Amy Lutz
lection of the stuff into one big 
brown blob.
I used to be jealous of a friend 
of mine who got the barber shop 
one Christmas. It was so cool! 
Just put some of it into the bot­
tom of the mold, place it in the 
barber chair and push down the 
lever. The hair oozed out, there 
were styling molds and a pair of 
plastic scissors to style it anyway 
that looked neat
All I had was the simple press 
that made a  long star-shaped 
snake.
Yeah, yeah, yeah...I know, cry 
me a  river.
I guess I will have to use per­
sonal experience and memories 
to write this paper. I suppose I 
will read the hand out he gave us 
too. Maybe it has some new 
ideas on how to use that clay­
like stuff. I think I need to run to 
a toy store and buy myself a 
mid-winter gift and see if it sdll 
gives the same joy it did when I 
was a kid.
By Rob Bennett
Green Card is the latest film 
from Australian director Peter 
Weir (Witness, Dead Poet's So­
ciety) and stars Andie Mac Dow­
ell (sex, lies & videotape) and 
French superstar Gerard Depar­
dieu (Cyrano de Bergerac).
The plot is a simple blend of 
romantic comedy and light 
drama, with the two leads pos­
sessing a certain kind of chemis­
try reminiscent of the romantic 
comedies of the golden age of 
film-making.
As the film opens, the audi­
ence witnesses a whirlwind 
meeting and consequential wed­
ding of gentle horticulturist 
Bronte Parrish (MacDowell) and 
the rough and hardboiled George 
Faure (Depardieu). The conven­
ience of the marriage is simple: 
he needs a green card in order to 
remain in the United States, and 
she needs a married name be­
cause she has found an apart­
ment with a greenhouse, which 
is necessary for her work, but 
according to the “ traditional 
doctrines” of Manhattan real es­
tate, it can only be rented to a 
married couple. Thus, the two 
are married and afterwards they 
part ways.
Enter the Immigration and 
Naturalization Services (INS). 
They are always suspicious of
any marriage between a US citi­
zen and a foreigner and they just 
have a few questions for the 
newlyweds. The interview is 
disastrous, Bronte and George 
can’t get their stoiy straight and 
keep overlapping their lies trying 
to make the story work and to 
make matters worse, one of the 
INS representatives asks to use 
the bathroom and George can’t 
quite seem to find iL As a result 
of the interview, the INS set up a 
second interview, one that is 
very detailed in questioning and 
George and Bronte will be sepa­
rated and questioned by different 
INS workers.
Bronte panics and consults her 
lawyer (Robert Prosky) as to 
what course of action she should 
take. He tells her that the meet­
ing isn’t scheduled for a while 
and in that time, she and George 
should move in together. This 
way, they could get used to each 
other and concoct a feasible 
story to tell the INS.
In moves George and the 
sparks fly. Like My Man 
Godfrey, MacDowell and Depar­
dieu charm their audience just 
like Carole Lombard and Wil­
liam Powell back in 1936. They 
fight, disagree and try to like 
each other too much.
The pivotal scene in the film
occurs at a dinner party at which 
Depardieu’s character shows his 
tenderness for the first time. 
This scene alone is worth the 
price of the admission.
Green Card is a wonderful 
film which is part of a forgotten 
film genre, the romantic com­
edy. Also, Gerard Depardieu 
shines in his first leading role in 
an American film; he is abso­
lutely brilliant. See this film 
with someone you love.
Green Card is rated PG-13 
and is showing at Studio 28.
Paul Lekakis: It
Paul definitely went past his 
prime in making this album! 
If only the public were ready 
to get back into the old style 
Dance music again.
Tis a sad way to start off the 
semester (this being my first 
article of it), but it does have a 
few good points that are wor­
thy of mention.
Way back in 1985 or so, 
Paul Lekakis released an inde­
pendent record (because no 
record would take him seri­
ously) with the song Boom 
Boom (Let’s Go Back To My 
Room). Much to the amaze­
ment of Paul and a few of the 
companies who turned him 
down, the song was a disgust­
ing success.
Great dance tune, raunchy 
lyrics; those were the criteria 
it had that made high schools
ban the song from being 
played at school dances. It re­
sembles what happened with 
Billy Idol’s Mony Mony, ex­
cept it was the lyrics added to 
the song by others.
In any case, the song was a 
hit and nobody ever heard 
from him again until the end 
of 1990. ‘Tattoo It,” while 
it’s almost passable by to­
day’s music, is simply too 
outdated.
There are a few good tracks 
on it, namely ones that use 
what few vocal abilites 
Lekakis has or the ones that 
try to cash in on the Boom 
Boom craze. The backs are 
Tattoo It On Me, Ups and You 
Blow Me Away. Also in­
cluded in the collection of pop 
garbage is a Jody Watley re­
make (nobody can match her 
style and talent for that song) 
See TATTOO p.9
STING: THE SOUL CAGES
By Chris Flisek
Well, after a four year 
wait, we finally have a new 
Sting album. I had heard 
rumors that it wasn’t going 
to be as jazzy as his last solo 
efforts; this was supposed to 
be a harder, more 
‘rock’n’roll’ outing. It isn’t 
as jazzy, (although key­
boardist Kenny Kirkland and 
sax-man Branford Marsalais 
are held over from ‘87’s 
“Nothing Like The Sun.” 
Also, pay special attention to
the guitar work of Dominic 
Miller, the sounds he creates 
can best be described as rain 
dripping off a chandelier.) but 
it isn’t the reported ‘rock’ al­
bum either. The Soul Cages 
is heavy with Irish influence. 
The music is very Gaelic, ( 
reminding me a lot of The 
Waterboys return to their Irish 
roots on the wonderful Fisher­
man's Blues album), com­
plete with Northumbrian 
pipes, which are a lot like bag­
pipes but not as grating.
W  S T I N f i  n  0
Traveling down new roads of 
music provides us with several 
venturing artists looking to se­
cure their niche in the American 
music scene. Their success, both 
financial and spiritual, relies 
heavily on the exposure they can 
create across the nation.
♦After working with projects 
like Bomb The Bass, S’Express, 
and Beatmasters, Merlin is 
breaking ground his innovative 
debut. The New Rap Messiah. 
The singles “Think About It” 
and “Drop The Pressure” are 
strong beginners.
♦New edge music from Aus­
tralian group Boxcar bares many 
technological similarities to De- 
peche Mode, Erasure, and Dead 
Or Alive. Their first full length 
album Vertigo provides creativ­
ity on the singles “Freemason 
(You Broke The Promise), “In­
sect”, and new release “Gas 
Stop”.
♦’To not use sampling is a 
crime” is the philosophy of Mi­
chael Edwards, lead vocalist for 
Jesus Jones. Their onslaught 
album Liquidizer is claimed to 
contain samples of 36 artists, but
the music is so intense, and pos­
sibly too fast to dance to, that 
lawyers could never prove any 
case of illegal activity. The 
beats are heavy, the vocals im­
pact, and the concept unbeliev­
able.
*"Education meets the street” 
on the first product of Intelligent 
Hoodlum, a self-titled collection 
of intelligent rap headed by the 
anthem “Black And Proud”. He 
idolizes James Brown, and 
reaches for important boundaries 
of pride, sufficient education, 
and trust on this effort.fort
See NEW p.9
_ Dawn by V.C. Andrews is 
part of a  new series in the same 
spirit as the almost best seller, 
Flowers In The Attic.
The fast-paced style is chock 
full of suspense, psychodrama, 
and a tinge of sadness. It seems 
comforting that this story is far 
fetched enough to not happen to 
us but yet there still remains the 
chance that it could - a kidnaped 
child who discovers a  lost inheri­
tance and combats the evil incli­
nations o f her new and mysteri­
ous family.
The story truly unfolds as 
Dawn’s father is arrested on a 
kidnapping charge and she is 
turned over to the Caiher family. 
Her real identity is divulged and 
she becomes known as Eugenia 
Cather. Something putrid perme­
ates the air, though, because her 
family is not very pleased to see 
her and create an interesting
IT Z A ®  PIZZA
Introduces
“Two for Tuesday”
ITZA Back!
Buy a Pizza with 2 items, 
Get 2 more Items ;;
Absolutely free! r C \
------------------COUPON------------------
“Ttoo For Tuesday”
Purchase a pizza on 
Tuesday, with 2 items and 
get 2 more items FREE 
with this1 coupon at 
ITZA PIZZA
Not valid with other offers, Valid until 4-26-91
STING from p.8 -----------------
The lyrics are pretty dark, with 
the (destruction of) the environ­
ment being a predominant topic, 
- :—•* suprising, consider-
current single “All This Time," 
“Jerimiah Blues" and the title cut 
are the most upbeat and the 
heavy guitar line in “The Soul 
Cages" is about as heavy as it 
gets.
The production is amazing; 
buy this on CD, if possible, be­
cause the packaging is essen­
tially a work of a rt (I’ll let you 
see for yourself.)
Four years between albums is 
a long time but The Soul Cages 
was well worth the wait.
which isn’t
ing that Sting has spent the bet­
ter part of the last four years 
trying to save the rainforests.
Sting is an amazing lyricist 
and the only time he falters is 
during the chorus of “When The 
Angels Fall.” He rhymes fall, 
wall, call and all. The ’all’ 
sound gets very grating very 
quick. It’s a  moody album, the
Call 895-3272 ^
The hours for ordering are: 4:00-10:30 pm 
Delivery: 8:00-11:00 pm_______
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By Shellie VanDeCreek
paradox for her.
Dawn’s devilish grandmother 
and sickly m other provide 
enough suspense to carry you 
through the novel without paus­
ing one page. The plot con­
stantly thickens and dissolves 
with the utmost of class and ends 
in a manner fit for a sequel.
V. C. Andrews has an art for 
storytelling. This was exhibited 
in Flowers In The Attic and now 
Dawn. Andrews shows us that 
this time it is possible to focus 
on a new perspective to the age- 
old dysfunctional family di­
lemma.
Dawn is well worth reading. 
This is well written and Car from 
a good diversion from the aver­
age Danielle Steele. It is my 
opinion that this novel will give 
birth to an excellent, intriguing 
series in the future.
TATTOO from p.fl-------------
and finally a solid copy of 
Boom Boom.
In a  tough choice between 
Dan Hartman’s first album 
from 1984 and Paul Lekakis’ 
1990 release, choose Dan 
Hartman. It has two solid 
hits and the rest of the songs 
stand up a little better that
most off Paul’s.
Of course, Dan Hartman can 
be bought for a dollar where as 
the other is anywhere from 
$7.99 to $10.99. The choice is 
yours!!! . A -
Next Week: I’m not saying 
so it makes you look next week 
anyway. '% . s  >
NEW from p.8 --------------------
* A band that produces upbeat 
modem rock, mellow rhythm 
sounds, everything in between, 
and puts all this on a release en­
titled ToyboafToyboatToyboat is 
O-Positive. A “rare” band with 
quality output—an excellent al­
ternative to the same, predictable 
material flying the airwaves time 
after time.
m m
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Lady Laker Hoops Suffer 
One-point Road Loss to 
Saginaw Valley
By Sandy Bloomer
Sports Writer
I
Grand Valley runners Pete Bodary and Roger Bloomer look second and third place, respectively, in ihe
3000 m run against Ferris.
PHOTO B Y  JULIE EDINGER
**t/f 88W 9K.n9$0
Men's Track Team Comes Up Short
Grand Valley State's 
wom en’s basketball team 
dropped a close game to Sagi­
naw Valley State University last 
Thursday.
Grand Valley’s overall rec­
ord now drops to 11-6 overall, 
and 4-4 in the GLIAC.
Saginaw Valley State came 
back in the second half to take a 
nail bitter of a game 61-60.
First half action was close, 
but the Lakers came out on top 
22-20. Grand Valley out-shot 
the Lady Cardinals 39% to 29%.
Grand Valley pulled down 39 
rebounds to the Cardinals 35 for
the game.
Three-point shooting proved 
to be the difference in the con­
test The Lakers attempted only 
two three-pointers, missing them 
both. On the other hand, Sagi­
naw Valley went four for eight.
Shelli Nemeth lead the Lak­
ers in scoring with 17 points, and 
nine rebounds.
Forward Carrie Dillon also 
grabbed nine rebounds and 
scored 15 points as well.
Sharon McBride helped the 
Lakers with 10 points and three 
assists.
Grand Valley hosts Ferris 
State University on Thursday at 
5:45 p.m. The Lakers then 
travel to Oakland University on 
Saturday.
By Jeanine Freese 
Sports Writer
Grand Valley State University 
men's track team is competing in 
high form. Competition in the 
GLIAC is fierce and so are the 
Lakers.
Friday, the Lakers fell a little 
short to Ferris 79-61, but not 
due to lack of dedication or tal­
ent.
Regardless of the loss the men 
showed strong performances. 
According to Coach Scott Stone 
there were several highlights of 
the meet
The Lakers took first and sec­
ond in the 50 m dash and the 
300. Nusun Muhammad won 
both events, completing the 50
in :05.7 and the 300 in :35.84.
Bill Barr placed second in the 
50 with a time of 5.8 seconds. 
Antoine Brown took second in 
the 300 meter in 37.07 seconds.
Grand Valley took first in the 
400 m and the 800 m. Mike 
Flannery won the 400 m in 
52.19. Dave Paschke took the 
800 m in 2:04.7.
The distance crew had to 
double and triple in the meet. 
Pete Bodary took second in both 
the 5000 m (16:03.26), and in 
the 3000 m (9:24.69).
Roger Bloomer placed third in 
the 3000 m (9:44.03), the 1500 
m (4:16.29), and the 1000 m 
(2:43.4).
“Brent Dykstra has been 
knocking at the school pole vault 
record (14' 11”) and is sure to
have in the next meet or two,” 
comen ted Stone. Dykstra won 
the meet with a vault of 14' 6".
Chad Bruder won the high 
jump with a height of 6 ’4".
Placing second in the meet 
was Randy Kloss in the shot 
(45’4"), Scott Berldmer in the 
triple jump (370. Steve Rinaldi 
jin the 1000 m (2:42.17) and the 
GVSU 1600 m relay team 
(3:31.78).
Stone commented, “ We are 
really pleased with everyones 
performances. We are expecting 
continued improvement going 
into the conference m eet”
The Lakers travel next to Sagi­
naw Valley State University on 
Friday.
Men's Basketball 
Defeats the Cardinals of 
Saginaw Valley 70-60
- V' ji -W* Ji ■
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
Lady Tracksters Trounce 
on Ferris Bulldogs
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer
“Our dominance of the meet 
started with the very first event,” 
stated Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women's track coach 
Scott Stone.
The Lady Lakers won the 
meet on Friday against Ferris 
State, with eleven firsts and 
seven second place finishes.
Julie Edinger won and set a 
new school record in the high 
jump with a height of 5’5" (a 
provisional height for nationals), 
Karrie Anderson place second 
with 5’3" and Tammie Gipe
won the shot put with a distance 
of 42’6".
Grand Valley took all four 
places in the long jump. Amber 
Johnson won the event with a
jump of 17', Regina Brewer 
placed second (16’8"), Sandra 
Flemming finished third (16’7") 
and Shawn O ’Bryant took 
fourth.
Brewer also won the triple 
jum p with a distance of 
34’10.7".
The distance crew really came 
through according to Coach 
Scott Stone. Trena Yonkers won 
the 5000 m in 18:45.02, Barb 
Kooiker won the 3000 m in 
10:31.88.
Sandra Terrell won the 1500 
m, and the 1000 m. Terrell fin­
ished the 1500 in 4:44.75 ( quali­
fying for nationals with a provi­
sional time which is only four 
seconds from automatically 
qualifying for the nationals) and 
the 1000 m in 3:02.29 (setting a 
new field house record).
; Debbie Pruitt finished second 
in the 800 m in 2:26.16)
Kristal Mack won the 600 m 
in 1:37.01, and finished second 
in ther 300 m in :41.69.
Julie Boss won the 400 m with 
a time of 1:01.73.
Grand Valley again took all 
four places, this time in the 50 m 
hurdles. Johnson ( :07.84), Edin­
ger (:08.08), Amy Jones (:08.09) 
and Heather Thompson (:08.63).
Johnson took second in the 50 
yard dash in a time of :06.89.
Stone commented, “While the 
entire meet was a success, we 
were really pleased with the per­
formances by freshmen Amber 
Johnson.”
The Lady Lakers travel to 
Saginaw Valley State University 
on Friday.
Last Thursday, Grand Val­
ley’s men’s basketball team trav­
eled to Saginaw Valley State 
University where it picked up a 
win and boosted its record to 15- 
3. The Lakers downed the 
GLIAC’s second-place team to 
increase their conference record 
to 6-2 and m aintain sole 
possesion of first place.
Halftime saw Grand Valley 
take a 3-point lead into the lock- 
erroom at 30-27. They extended 
that lead by seven in the second 
half to take the game 70-60.
Eight of the nine players that 
saw court time scored for 
GVSU, led by Todd Jenks’ 17 
points. Jenks was eight for 13 
from the field, including two for
three from 3-point range, and 
three of four from the free 
throw line. Steve Harvey came 
off the bench to score 15 points, 
including seven for eight from 
the charity stripe, grab five re­
bounds and make three steals.
The Lakers shot 53.8% from 
the field compared to only 
41.4% for the Cardinals. At the 
free throw line. Grand Valley 
made only one less free throw 
than Saginaw Valley despite 
shooting seven less; GVSU 
made ten out of 13 for 76.9% 
while SVSU could only manage 
to drop in 11 of 20 for 55%.
Thursday, January 31, the 
Lakers host Ferris State Univer­
sity at 7:45 p.m.; then they visit 
Oakland on Saturday, February 
2, for a 3 p.m. match-up.
Grapplers Are Looking 
Forward to Nationals
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity wrestling team found that 
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan isn’t as 
pleasant as the city’s name 
would lead you to believe.
Over the weekend, injuries 
continued to hamper and plague 
the starting line-up. Even the flu 
showed its uninvited presence, 
as two of the Lakers starters 
were out as a result of it.
The Lakers dropped both 
matches to Central Michigan and
Eastern Michigan, by scores ol 
32-6 and 29-14, respectively.
The only bright spots in the 
line-up belonged to Joe Scane, 
Collen Newberry and Terry 
Davis.
Scane won both o f his 
matches over his division I op­
ponents.
“He wrestled virtually flaw­
less ,” com m ented assistan t 
coach Mike Young, “ If he 
wrestles like he did last week­
end, he will be an all-american
See GRAPPLERS, p. 1 1
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•Good thing I didn’t pack up 
and head to Nevada last week 
(but at least I predicted the final 
outcome of the Bud Bowl cor­
rectly). I forgot that great de­
fense always beats great offense.
The Giants have a big di­
lemma now though: what to do 
with 2 bonafide starters at quar­
terback.
•In a way, I’m glad that the 
Bills didn’t win because the 
worst thing is to have a game 
decided by some 150-pounder 
named Fuad or Garo after two 
teams have killed each other for 
59 minutes and 55 seconds.
•First Sports Illustra ted  
brought us those stupid shoe and 
football phone promos ( my big­
gest pet peeve-what’s next? the 
jockstrap phone perhaps!) then 
the Ali boxing tape ad with all 
those mental giants ' standing 
somewhere in Vegas giving us 
their critiques. Now S.I. has the 
nerve to cut their issue down to 
72 pages!!! Is there nothing 
sacred anymore?
•I have my doubts that Jud 
Heathcoate will be vacationing 
in Indiana after the season’s 
over. Maybe he’d leam some­
thing if he did though.
•Need to get an early jump on
Christmas shopping for that 
sports-fan in your life? I’m now 
taking orders for this year’s hot 
gift idea—the Don King Chia 
Pet from Vince Margol Enter­
prises!!!
 ^ *So the Lions want to get their 
paws on Raghib Ismail huh?- 
who doesn’t? Gee, they’re re­
ally reaching down deep to offer 
up Jerry Ball and their #1 pick to 
New England for that right to 
draft him.
Though it’s against my reli­
gion to see The Rocket (or any 
other player I like, for that mat­
ter) playing in a Honolulu blue 
uniform, I will offer this one tip: 
ante up Andre Ware plus your 
first-round choice to the Patriots 
for the #1 pick. It makes sense.
Ware will never start in De­
troit plus his big contract can be 
unloaded AND New England 
needs a  young QB to build 
around worse than Victor Kiam 
needs to take an Ethics class. 
But because it makes sense is 
why the Lions will never do i t
•Jan. 19 in Indy, Utah point 
guard-extraordinaire John Stock­
ton’s record of consecutive 
games with 10+ assists came to 
an end at 27.
•St. Louis Blues’ superstar
Laker tankers Defeated 
by Kalamazoo College
By Scott Kelley 
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley men’s swim 
team ran into a giant obstacle 
last week which appeared in the 
form of Kalamazoo College. 
Kalamazoo downed the Lakers 
154-83. “
Grand Valley was only able to 
win two of the day’s events. 
Winning each of these events 
was Tom Vandersloot, earning a 
first in the 200 and 500 freestyle 
events. Laker coach Dewey 
Newsome felt the meet was a 
matter of talent and depth in 
most events.
Vandersloot’s times of 1:45.49
in the 200 free and his time of 
4:47.95 in the 500 free not only 
earned him Grand Valley’s only 
first place honors, but the times 
just missed setting team records.
Although the day did bring a 
team disappointment, some indi­
viduals did reach season-best 
times. Dave Martine swam a 
season best time of 11:09.26 in 
the 1000 free and best time of 
5:19.35 in the 500 free.
Kevin Fortier swam a season 
best in the 200 yard breaststroke 
with a time of 2:20.41. Joe 
Skrycki also swam well, earning 
his best time this season of 
1:51.05 in the 200 freestyle.
C o m p u t e r s ^
owner Jim Shipaila
COLLEGIATE 
STARTER K IT
$
386 SX  
40 MEG  
VG A  CO LO R
PANASO NIC  1180 PRINTER  
S O FTW A R E  INC LU D ED
!00
COMPLETE
<
1,995
MON. & FBI. 10 A M - 8  PM  
TUES., WED., THURS. 10 AM - 6 PM 
SATURDAY 10 A M - 3  PM
193 Chicago Drive, Jenlson y i c  "7 Q JLQ C i 
(Behind Mr. Fables) 4 0  /  " O O y  U
rett Hull (a product of good 
loodlines) reached a  hockey 
milestone recently when he 
notched his 50th goal of the year 
in under 50 games (49 games in 
his case). For good measure, he 
added two more goals the next 
night against the Wings.
Rarely does a trade in the 
A work out well for both 
teams involved. But that has 
been the case with the Suns and 
Sonics following the December 
swap of All-Star forward Xavier 
McDaniel for 6th man extraordi­
naire Eddie Johnson.
McDaniel has given Phoenix 
the muscle and added scoring 
punch up front that it needed, 
plus McDaniel’s absence in Se­
attle has allowed talented young­
ster Shawn Kemp to move into 
the lineup and develop. Overall, 
both teams have benefitted and 
should make their presence 
known around playoff time.
•Reason #9 of “Why Base­
ball’s Better Than Football” 
from Thomas Boswell’s book 
The Heart o f the Order : Base­
ball has a bullpen coach blowing 
bubble gum with bis cap turned 
around backward while leaning 
on a fungo bat; football has a de­
fensive coordinator in a satin 
jacket with a headset and a clip­
board.
GV leers Take TWo, Look 
Ahead to Calvin Rematch
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By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief
The Laker hockey team 
continues to rewrite the books 
as they are skating on to their 
best season ever, picking up 
two more wins this past 
weekend.
Grand Valley defeated 
Lawrence Tech and Northwood 
on the road, winning by scores 
of 5-4 and 3-1, respectively.
At the home of the Blue 
Devils, the Lakers, behind 
Tommy Ferguson’s two goals, 
turned it up in the third period 
for Grand Valley’s come-from 
behind victory.
Lawrence Tech picked up the 
first two goals of the game, but 
Grand Valley stayed within 
reach through the whole game 
before finally taking over at the 
end. /
Darrel Newman picked up 
the Lakers first period goal, 
Eric Bergman found the net for 
GV in the second, and Scott 
St-Antoine tallied the first third 
period goal. Ferguson also 
picked up two assists and 
StAntoine added another.
Wrestling, from p. 10-
(in the NCAA tourney.)”
The biggest plus came from 
freshmen Davis and Newberry. 
Both wrestled extremely well for 
the level of competition. New­
berry won his match against 
Central, but lost to Eastern. 
Davis won the Eastern match; 
however, he was injured and was 
forced to forfeit his match with 
Central.
This weekend, the Lakers host 
the NCAA Mid-Regional Duals 
on Friday and Saturday. Young 
expects a full line-up for the 
meet and believes the team will 
wrestle well, as they normally do 
at home.
. An added plus this week is the 
return o f co-captain Scott 
Marvin. The 118 pound all- 
american has been out with a 
back injury and returned to prac­
tice on Monday after successful 
back surgery more than a month
“I’U hopefully be back for the
Ferris State meet, and I’ll defi­
nitely be back for the regionals,” 
commented a fired up Marvin.
With the return of their cap­
tain, and word that coach Scott 
will be at the Mid-Regionals 
over the weekend, morale is up 
on the team.
Despite being outshot four-to- 
one in Midland Saturday night, a 
tough Laker defense provided the 
Lakers a two-goal victory over 
Northwood.
Scott StAntoine opened the 
scoring for Grand Valley in the 
first period on a power play goal, 
and Northwood answered with 
their only goal of the game early 
in the second.
Scott McDowell and Newman 
added Laker goals in the second 
and third periods, respectively. 
Ferguson and McDowell both 
added assists.
Coach Mike Petrosma was very 
pleased with his team’s efforts 
over the weekend. “W e’re 
starting to really pull together and 
play well as a team. We’re 
making a lot of progress.” 
Although Petrosma is quick to 
point out that the games were a 
total team effort, he commented 
that goalies Jerry Smigelsld, the 
team’s third year veteran, and 
Gary LaFond, a freshman, both 
played extremely well.
The Laker offense was just as 
strong over the weekend, scoring 
on a tremendous 61 percent of 
their power play opportunities.
Northwood’s power play unit 
was not able to capitalize on their 
opportunities, however, as the GV 
defense, short handed throughout 
the third period, held Northwood 
scoreless in a  very strong effort 
The Lakers, after their 
successful weekend, began 
looking eagerly ahead to their 
rem atch w ith C alv in , on 
Wednesday, January 30.
The Lakers soundly defeated 
their rival in their first meeting of 
the year, and Petrosma adds, 
“They’re really gonna come at 
us. They’re used to beating us, 
and as we pick up more wins, we 
can’t sneak up on them anymore.”
CLASSIFIED AD S
Wanted
I^Female/Male Roommate 
'  wanted. Own room in newly 
 ^remodeled NW side house. 5 
'  min. from EC, 20 min. from 
 ^Allendale. $ 125/mo. plus udli- 
r ties. 425-1967 after 5 pm or 
' leave message.
/
/ National marketing firms seeks 
mature student to manage on- 
campus promotions for top com- 
A panies this school year. Flexible 
 ^ hours with earning potential to 
$2 ,500per semester. Must be or­
ganized, hardworking andmoney 
motivated. CallMarcy C. at(800) 
592-2121, Ext. 123.
Study Groups
AKADEMICS - Come study 
with the Members of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. 
Every Wednesday, Kirkhof 
Center Cabin D, 6:30 pm - 
8:30 pm
Fundraisers
Best Fundraiser On-Campus! 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority 
orstudentorganization that would 
like to earn $500-$ 1,000 for a one 
week on-campus maiketing proj­
ect. Must be organized and hard­
working. Call Marcy or Monica 
at (800) 592-2121, Ext. 123.
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO­
GRAM
$1000 in just one week. Earn up 
to $1000 for your campus organi­
zation. Plus a chance at $5000 
more! This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 1-800- 
932-0528 Ext. 50
Best Fundraisers On-Campus!
If your fraternity, sorority or club 
is interested in earning $500.00 
to $1,000.00 for a one-week, on- 
campus maiketing project? You 
must be well-organized and hard 
working. Call Marcy at (800) 
592-2121.
Services
TYPING - Term papers, 
resumes, and more! Reason­
able rates. Call WORD 
PROCESSING SERV­
ICES OF JENISON at 457- 
1903 today!
Personals
ALONE? Looking for some­
one to love?? Choose dates 
from portfolios with photos. 
Prompt. Safe. Private. Fun. 
Free registration for students. 
Call FRIENDSHIP FIND­
ERS for free brochure or no 
obligation appointment - 
455-3177. Serving singles 
since 1978.
For Rent
Allendale Duplex for rent, 2 
bedrooms, nearly remodled. 
895-9341 after 5.
gggZ ggggggzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Injured Swimmers Lose Close 
Meet to Kalamazoo Women
By Scott Kelley 
Sports Writer
--------------------------------------- --------
The Grand Valley women’s 
swim team lost a close meet last 
weekend to a slightly healthier 
Kalamazoo team. Grand Valley 
was without two key women, 
Kimarie McTaggart and Sheila 
Smiley, due to illness and injury.
“If they had been able to 
;  swim, Grand Valley would have 
won the meet," claimed Laker 
coach Dewey Newsome.
The Lakers did fall short by a 
score of 138*103, but Grand 
Valley was still able to produce 
many highlights.
The brightest spotlight of the 
day was on Charlotte Snyder. 
Snyder qualified for the NCAA 
II nationals in the 1 meter diving
• • * .
t
competition with a score 245.75. 
The score set a Grand Valley 
State University record. She also 
came within fourteen points of 
making the qualifying standard 
on the 3 meter. Snyder will rep­
resent Grand Valley on March 
12-16 in Milwaukee.
However, the women had 
many other bright performers 
such as Val Stonehouse, who 
broke the 200 Individual Medley 
Varsity record which was previ­
ously held by Laura Briggs, 
Grand Valley’s last NCAA na­
tional qualifier. Stonehouse also 
swam a season best in the 100 
yard freestyle and the 100 butter­
fly.
Heidi Schindorf contributed to 
the list of the day’s highlights 
with her time of 2:38.95 in the
200 yard breastroke. This time 
was Schindorfs lifetime best 
and helped her move up to the 
number two spot on Grand Val­
leys top 10 all-time best in the 
event.
Julie Carman also swam her 
lifetime best, 11:40.34, in the 
1000 yard freestyle.
Nicki Vanderberg swam a sea­
son best time of 5:33.64 in the 
500 free, and a season best time 
of 2:05.96 in the 200 free. Erica 
Schneider and Lori Esch also 
swam season bests in the 200 
backstroke. Esch swam a time 
of 2:33.21 while Schneider 
swam a time of 2:28.37.
Chris Schottey contributed to 
the day’s records with a season 
best time of 2:27.50 in the but­
terfly.
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Swim team's diver 
Charlotte Snyder re­
ceives this week's 
Female Athete  
award. Over the 
weekend Charlotte
________  qualified to compete
in the NCAA Division 
II Nationals one 
meter, setting a 
school record with a 
score of 245.75. 
Congratulations to 
wrestler JoeScane 
who receives the 
Male Laker Athlete 
of the Week award 
for his fine effort over 
the weekend. Joe 
beat both of his Di­
vision I opponents 
atCentral Michigan 
University.
G R A N D  V A L L E Y
A - P - A - R - T - M - E - N - T - S
the only apartments with solar heating and cooling design for greatly reduced utilities 
short walk down a lit sidewalk to campus ® fully furnished, carpeted apartments 
Designated Quiet Buildings © free roommate matching service © cable TV available
area's largest apartment complex
I'm  interested!
Cut and mail
i
CZ) I'd like to apply for a lease l ^ ]  Send me more information. 
Name_____________________ S.S.# ______________ A ge________
Address
Two previous landlords and addresses (and parent's home address)
_________  Phone___________
_________________________________________ _ Phone___________
_________________________________________ Phone____
Unit size requested: Q  l bedroom 2 bedroom ZZ) S.E. 2 bedroom 
Do you want us to match roommates? ZiJ Yes f I No 
If "No," what are your roommates' names and addresses?
